
Reflection of colorful sound of light 

After the projects of light and sound ,and ELP, I decide to change a way 

to finish my final project of IP. By the way, I was writing my own novel. So, 

If I finish the project by writing a art novel, it will be a pretty new thing of 

my art work.  

In order to be easier to design the storyline and roles of the novel, I use 

the world view of my own novel. Because my projects at before are always 

talk about the relationship of light, sound with human. I think my novel 

`s main thinking will not change from it.  

Okay, the first step I should do is to search of some material of the story. 

I read many novel, such as The Alchemist . I learn how to write people` s 

thinking and emotions with the objective facts. I also think about my last 

project and ELP too.  

After that, I use the material to build the main thinking, that what I want 

to tell the readers by the story. And I finish the design of my novel`s story 

lines. The writing way is a trying of a pretty new way for me.  

At this time, I find that only a novel is not enough for a project. I need 

something other to help it. I decide draw some picture for the novel. But, 

not in pan. I want to try a pretty new way of art-----collage.  

My story is about a “bugman“（my own fantasy live）physical scientist`s 

live. He will kwon many things of what is objective facts and people`s 

emotion feeling.  



I start to write. At first, I don’t get any problem, every is alright. But 

when I start to write the taking of my roles (Ablaze Jockro and Optical 

Wave) , I stuck. It is very very difficult to accurate grasp the thinking and 

feeling of the roles by words. Because of that , I must make my final work 

shorter. I think I should more carefully of the situation like this. If I can 

design the thinking and emotions of the roles earlier, maybe it will not 

become this.  

At last, I finish two chapters and two collage( it was very fun) pictures as 

my final work. 

 

 


